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1

INTRODUCTION

Since 1933 when Marcus Alto, Sr., was originally listed as an Indian

on the California Judgment roll, the federal government has recognized him as a

Native American because he was the son of Jose and Maria Alto, both San Pasqual

Indians.  Appellants’ Native American status derives from Marcus Alto, Sr., their

ancestor.

In 1995, under 25 C.F.R. Part 76, adopted by the San Pasqual Band of

Mission Indians, Marcus Alto Sr.’s descendants became enrolled as members of

the Band when Assistant Secretary–Indian Affairs, Ada Deer issued a “final and

conclusive” decision that found Marcus to be 4/4 degree Indian.  For years,

appellants participated as members of the Band, including holding governmental

offices.  In 2007, a membership challenge was brought to the Band’s enrollment

committee, who by a 3-2 vote, recommended disenrollment of the Marcus Alto

descendants.  The committee’s recommendation was appealed.  The Pacific

Regional Office rejected the enrollment committee’s action and concluded 

appellants should remain federally enrolled tribal members.  The Band appealed

Regional’s 2008 decision to the Assistant Secretary–Indian Affairs.  In January

2011, Assistant Secretary Larry Echo Hawk determined that Marcus was not the

biological son of Jose and Maria Alto.  He ordered appellants’ names removed
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2

from the federally recognized roll.  In making this decision, Echo Hawk

overturned previous BIA agency decisions, including one on parity by his

predecessor, Ada Deer.  Echo Hawk’s decision rewrote the family’s lineage and

took away appellants’ heritage as Native Americans.  Appellants lost all tribal and

federal benefits which flow from their enrolled status as federally recognized tribal

members.  This appeal involves review of Assistant Secretary’s Echo Hawk’s

action under the Administrative Procedure Act.    

ISSUES PRESENTED

1. Was the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs’ January 2011 
order to remove appellants’ names from the federally
recognized tribal roll barred by the doctrine of res
judicata/issue preclusion? 

2. Were the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs’ January 2011
findings in violation of the Administrative Procedures Act? 

* * *
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3

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A.     PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION IN DISTRICT
     COURT

Appellants filed a declaratory relief complaint seeking review under

the Administrative Procedures Act seeking review of the Assistant Secretary’s 

January 2011, decision. [Docket 1] The district court (Judge Gonzales) issued a

preliminary injunction. [Docket 24] Appellants then filed an amended complaint.

[Docket 45, 49] The Band intervened for the limited purpose of challenging the

district court’s jurisdiction. [Docket 68] The district court ruled that the Band was

not a required party. [Docket 82] The district court’s decision was appealed and

affirmed in Alto v. Black, 738 F.3d 1111, 1116 (9th Cir. 2013).

In 2014, appellants subsequently filed a motion for summary

judgment.  [Docket 103] The federal defendants filed a cross motion for summary

judgment. [Docket 110] Appellants filed an opposition and requested judicial

notice. [Docket 111] The federal defendants filed a reply. [Docket 113] Thereafter,

the district court (Judge Bashant) denied appellants’ summary judgment motion

and granted the federal defendants’ summary judgment motion. [Docket 125] 

Judgment was entered in favor of the federal defendants [Docket 126] and the

appellants appealed. [Docket 128, 132]
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  “ER” refers to appellants’ excerpts of record.  “AR” refers to the1

administrative record.  It is difficult to locate records in the numerous PDF files
submitted as agency record and there are duplicative copies of some records with
different pagination.  For expedience, appellants have provided all citations relied
upon in this brief with the “Excerpts of Record.”

4

B.      NATURE OF THE CASE1

1.   Basis for Subject Matter Jurisdiction in the District Court.

The district court exercised jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

(federal question) and/or 5 U.S.C. § 701-706 (APA) and granted summary

judgment in favor of the federal defendants.

2. The Judgment is Appealable.  This Court has jurisdiction to

review the district court’s order granting summary judgment and judgment entered

on September 30, 2015.  28 U.S.C. § 1291.

3. The Notice of Appeal was Timely Filed.   Pursuant to Fed.

Rule App. P. 4(a)(1)(B), on November 4, 2015, several appellants timely appealed

on October 4, 2015, Case No. 15-56527.  On November 23, 2015, the remaining

six appellants filed a notice of appeal, Case No. 15-56679.  [ER 471, 473] On

December 15, 2015, Case No. 15-56679 was ordered consolidated with Case No.

15-56527. 

C. STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

In 1930, Reginald Duro, sponsor, signed application No. 9077 for
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  Unless otherwise indicated, all reference to “Marcus” is to Marcus Alto,2

Sr.

5

inclusion in the California Judgment Roll on behalf of Marcus Alto, Sr. ,2

certifying that Marcus was the son of Jose and Maria Alto, and a San Pasqual

Indian.  [ER 319, 321, 323; AR 1553, 1555, 1557]  Since 1933, Marcus has been

recognized as a Native American Indian.  [ER 484-485; AR 1563-1564]  Marcus’

father, Jose Alto, was identified as the “Indian” husband of Maria Duro Alto on

application No. 8685.  [ER 487; AR 1661]  Jose Alto’s death certificate also

identifies his “Indian” status, and his wife as Marie Alto.  Jose Alto is buried in

the San Pasqual Indian cemetery. [ER 384; AR 210] He is also identified as No. 32

on the June 30, 1910 San Pasqual Indian census. [ER 522; AR 2597] 

The San Pasqual Band began to organize in the late 1950’s.  On July

29, 1959, the Department of Interior published a notice of proposed rulemaking,

setting out regulations intended to govern the preparation of the Band’s original

roll.  The rule was codified at 25 C.F.R. Part 48, published March 2, 1960.  The

implementation of Part 48 regulations resulted in the creation of an approved 1966

tribal roll recognized by the Department of Interior.  Marcus and his descendants

were not listed on the original roll.  [ER 203-204; AR 1139-1140]
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In November 1970, the Band voted on its Constitution which received

Secretary approval in January 1971.  Article II of the Band’s Constitution provides

that:

Section 1.  Membership shall consist of those living persons
whose names appear on the approved Roll of October 5, 1966,
according to Title 25, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 46.1
through 48.15.

Section 2.  All membership in the band shall be approved
according to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 25, Part
48.1 through 48.15 and an enrollment ordinance which shall be
approved by the Secretary of Interior.

[ER 204; AR 1140]

The Band has never adopted an enrollment ordinance.  On March 20,

1982, Part 48 was re-designated Part 76, as part of a reorganization of C.F.R. Title

25, and to assist in the fair distribution of a judgment fund, Docket 80A. [See ER

245; AR 1573] The Band had not updated its membership roll since the initial roll

and Constitution was submitted to the Secretary.  The Band reviewed a draft of

Part 76, and on July 13, 1986, the Band adopted Part 76.  [ER 539, 541; AR 2717,

2719]  Section 76.4 provided a basis to bring the Band’s membership current by

(1) adding the names of persons living on April 27, 1985, who were not enrolled

with some other tribe or band; and (i) who would have qualified for the inclusion

of their names on the January 1, 1959, membership roll had they filed applications
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within the time prescribed.  Section 76.1, defined “adopted person” as a “person

whose biological parents’ parental rights have been given to others to exercise by

court order.”  Section 76.9 provided that records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

could be used to establish eligibility. Section 76.11 required the enrollment

applications to first be reviewed by the Band’s enrollment committee and return it

to the agency with its recommendation.  Section 76.13 allowed for appeals from

applicants whose applications were rejected by the enrollment committee.  Section

76.14 authorized the Assistant Secretary to review all appeals of rejected

applicants and stated: “[t]he decision of the Assistant Secretary on an appeal shall

be final and conclusive....The name of any person whose appeal has been

sustained will be added to the roll.”  [ER245-248; AR 1573-1576]  

Marcus was ill from September 1987 until he passed away on June

16, 1988.  [ER 276; AR 1717]  On November 15, 1987, Marcus Alto, Sr.,

submitted his application for enrollment to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Southern

California Agency.  A question asking whether he was adopted was not circled. 

However, his application stated to the best of his knowledge and under penalty,

that his birth date was April 5, 1905, and that he was 4/4 degree Indian.  Marcus’

application included a family tree chart which identified Joe and Maria Alto as his

lineal parents.  [ER482-483; AR 1544-1545]  Appellants were enrolled under the
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final decision that found that Marcus was 4/4 San Pasqual Indian.  [ER 243; AR

1518]  Thereafter, on June 3, 1996, Part 76 was removed from the Code of Federal

Regulations.  [ER 205; AR 1141] 

1. The administrative record. 

a. The enrollment committee’s earlier rejection of Marcus
Alto, Sr.’s eligibility for membership.

  
Enrollment committee chair, Diana Martinez, signed the committee’s

rejection of Marcus’ 1987 application.  In handwritten comments, the rejection

recommendation states that it was “common knowledge” that Marcus was not the

“blood son of Jose Alto & Maria A. Duro.”  The comments also state that Marcus

was given to Maria Duro as an infant and met his real mother and visited her in

Corona.  [ER 483; AR 1545]  

On June 13, 1991, the Band’s enrollment committee asserted that

Maria Duro’s application for inclusion in the California Indian judgment roll,

application #8685, stated she had “no issue,” and therefore, Marcus was not a

“lineal descent of an ancestor from San Pasqual.” The committee deleted Marcus

and twenty-four of his lineal descendants. [ER 222; AR 592] Subsequently, in a

letter to the Band from the BIA’s Superintendent dated September 5, 1991, the

BIA stated that on “May 23, 1991, we gave you our findings on all enrollment

applications after review was completed.” [ER 226-227; AR 625-626]  The BIA’s
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letter further advised the Band to submit any evidence supporting its rejection of

the Altos’ membership within 30 days of notification.  [ER 225; AR 624]   

b. The Altos’ appeal was sustained by Regional and AS-IA
Deer’s 1995 “final and conclusive” decision. 

Part 76.9 authorized that “[r]ecords of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

[can] be used to establish eligibility.” [ER 247; AR 1575]  On January 28, 1994,

Regional notified Marcus’ descendants of its decision to include them on the

membership roll. [ER 230-231; AR 753-754] The letter stated:

The Band alleges that your grandfather, Marcus Alto, Sr. is not a
“blood” lineal descendant of an ancestor from San Pasqual.  We find
that Maria Alto’s name appears on the 1910 Census opposite number
33....We find 1928 enrollment application #9077 for Marcus Alto
with his age in 1930 about 25 and his date of birth as 1903.  Also
stated in this enrollment application is the fact Marcus is the son of
Maria Duro, a full San Pasqual Indian. Marcus application was filed
by his guardian, Mr. Roscindo Curro, 76 years old.  

On March 17, 1994, the Band’s attorney, Eugene Madrigal, advised

the BIA: 

Now [three years later] having had the opportunity to examine the
appeal documents, the Band is in a position to exercise its legal
rights...[¶] ...‘failure to allow the Band to present its evidence would
deny the Band its Due Process rights...and would thus be
challengeable by federal court action.’” 

[ER 234; AR 2298, emphasis added]
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On July 7, 1994, the Regional Director denied the Band’s request for

reconsideration.  The Band was notified it could appeal the Regional Director’s

decision. [ER 236-237; AR 761-762]  On August 5, 1994, attorney Madigral

appealed on behalf of the Band.  [ER 239; AR 763] Subsequently, on April 10,

1995, AS-IA Ada Deer issued a final and conclusive decision which affirmed the

Alto descendants’ tribal membership eligibility.  Deer’s decision found that “both

[Maria] and her husband, Joe Alto, were full-blooded Diegueno Indians. [ER 242;

AR 1517]  The decision stated:

Although Marcus Sr. was not previously enrolled on the January 1,
1959, membership roll, he possessed 4/4 degree Indian blood of the
Band which is more than the 1/8 degree Band blood required.  He
qualified for enrollment because he was born before January 1, 1959,
and he was living on April 27, 1985....[¶] All available documentation
involving this case has been thoroughly reviewed and based on the
preponderance of evidence, I am sustaining the decision made by
Acting Sacramento Area Director on January 31, 1994 upholding the
enrollment of Marcus Alto, Sr., and his descendants....

[ER 243; AR 1518, emphasis added]  

The available documentation submitted by the Band, although not

specifically identified in Deer’s decision was the February 10, 1994, unsworn

statement of Felie Quisquis [ER 254-255; AR 2650-2651]; the February 14, 1994,

unsworn statement of Mellie Duenas [ER 257-258; AR 2655-2656]; and the

February 16, 1994, affidavit of Florence Shipek.  [ER 260-261; AR 2195-2196]
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c. The Band’s failure to seek APA review of the 1995 decision
in federal court.

The plain language of 25 C.F.R. § 76.14 states: “The decision of the

Assistant Secretary on an appeal shall be final and conclusive....” [ER 248; AR

1576] The Deer decision was issued after the U.S. Supreme Court decision in

Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 98 S.Ct. 1670, 56 L.Ed.2d 106

(1978).  The Band was fully aware of its legal remedy and could have challenged

the Deer decision in federal court under the Administrative Procedures Act.  From

1995, the Band abided by the “final and conclusive” decision until 2007, when the

Mast challenge was brought against Marcus’ descendants and upheld by a 3-2

enrollment committee vote. 

d. Diana Martinez’ subsequent actions.  Diana Martinez has

been a long time advocate against enrolling Marcus and his descendants. [ER 276;

AR 1718]   In November 1995, Martinez signed an affidavit.  She claimed that on

November 16, 1987, the same day Marcus’ application was received by the BIA

Southern Agency in Riverside, that Marcus personally told her he was a “twin”

and that his birth mother had given him to Jose and Maria when he was three days

old.  [ER 308; AR 2275]

 Subsequently, in 2004, a small group of individuals, led by

Martinez, filed suit in Southern District Court of California, Caylor v. Bureau of
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  Ron Mast claims his tribal relationship through Laura Guidry, Sosten3

Alto’s daughter.

12

Indian Affairs, Case No. 03cv1859, attempting to force the Bureau to remove the

Altos’ names from the federally recognized tribal roll.  In support of the same

factual challenge, Martinez produced six belated witness statements including her

own.  See (Martinez) ER 311-312; AR 804-805; (Arviso) ER 336-337; (Guidry)

ER 341; (Jones); ER 345-346; (Morales) ER 348-349; (Mendez) ER 351-352. 

Many witness statements lacked foundation for the premises stated.  Several

statements were based on “common knowledge” and stated that Marcus was

“adopted” and the “non-Indian” son of Jose and Maria Alto. 

e. The 2007 Mast challenge .  In order to understand the3

new enrollment challenge, the Court needs to understand the history of the original

enrollment in the Band.  In 1966, when the Band was initially organized, Sosten

“Alto” was chair of the enrollment committee.  Sosten Alto passed away in 1973. 

[ER 261; AR 2196; ER 343; AR 515] 

In 2007, the Band’s enrollment committee was comprised of five

tribal members. It takes only three individuals to take action on an enrollment

issue.  During the 2007 challenge, Diana Martinez was once again on the

enrollment committee.  Shortly before the Mast challenge was brought, Sosten’s
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Alto’s daughter, Laura Guidry, and her son, Ron Mast, who was not previously

enrolled in the San Pasqual Band became tribal members.  Mast then brought the

2007 enrollment challenge to Marcus’ ancestry.    

The enrollment committee vote was initiated by committee member

Victoria Diaz. There were embezzlement charges pending against Diaz in a state

court case where the Altos were complaining witnesses.  [ER 277; AR 1718; ER

293-294; AR 1833-1834]  The two other votes in favor of disenrolling the Alto

family came from Diana Martinez and Claudina Masura who are cousins.  Diana

Martinez was asked to recuse herself.  Instead she voted on her own recusal also

resulting in a 3-2 vote that she not be recused. During the pending enrollment

investigation, Diana Martinez, assisted with the anthropology investigation.

Roughly four hours after the 3-2 vote, the committee’s written findings, written by

Diaz and Martinez’s legal counsel were sent via Federal Express. [ER 281-282;

AR 1894-1895]  

The anthropology report included the earlier witness statements,

along with a reconstructed baptismal record dated April 19, 2007, from the St.

Francis Church in Riverside.  The baptismal record states that “Roberto Marco

Alto” was born of Jose Alto and Benedita Barrios in Arlington, California, on

April 25, 1907.  “Frank Alto” and “Letalia Duro” were the child’s sponsors at
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baptism.  [ER 491; AR 1726]  The anthropology report also contained a seriously

flawed premise–that “Frank Alto” was the son of Jose Alto.   [ER 496, 497; AR

2076, 2078]  However, the 1907 and 1910 Indian censuses identify two

individuals named “Frank Alto” as the exact same age.  The 1907 census lists

Frank Alto, age 25 as “son” in Jose and Maria’s family group, while another entry

lists “Frank Alto” as “son” age 25, in Francisco Alto, Sr.’s family group.  [ER 500,

501; AR 2354, 2355] The 1910 census similarly lists two Frank Altos, the exact

same age. [ER 520; AR 2597]  The anthropology report further relied on a

February 23, 1910, letter written by “Frank Alto” to conclude that Marcus was

“adopted” because “Frank Alto made no mention of a brother or Marcus Alto.”  

[ER 328; AR 2080]  

The anthropology report also included Mary (Alto) Arviso’s

statement as compelling evidence.  Mary Arviso stated:

I told Frances Muncey, no, no, Sosten Alto is not related to Marcus
Alto. I know because Sosten is my stepfather and I know because
Marcus Also is not related to that Alto family....

  
[ER 495; AR 2068] 

Mary Arviso’s affidavit provided no foundation as to how “Sosten

Alto” was related to Jose Alto, Marcus’ father.  However, the anthropology report

included the death certificate of Sosten Alto which raises a reasonable inference
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that Sosten Alto’s relationship to Jose Alto is questionable–Sosten’s Alto’s parents

are listed as “unknown” on his death certificate. [ER 343; AR 515]

f. Regional’s 2008 decision.   Regional acknowledged that AS-

IA Deer had issued a final decision and questioned whether the Band had a

remedy.  Regional analyzed each item of evidence and rejected the enrollment

committee’s evidence finding it did not demonstrate that Marcus Alto was adopted

by Jose and Maria Alto. [ER 263-271; AR 1466-1474]

g. AS-IA Echo Hawk’s January 2011 decision.  Although Echo

Hawk acknowledged the prior decision, he concluded he retained the authority to

revisit his predecessor’s decision under 25 C.F.R. section 48.14 (d).  That section

provides that “[n]ames of individuals whose enrollment was based on information

subsequently determined to be inaccurate may be deleted from the roll, subject to

the approval of the Secretary.” [ER 207; AR 1143]  Echo Hawk reversed the

Regional 2008 decision finding the Alto descendants should remain enrolled. 

Echo Hawk acknowledged that Jose and Maria Alto were full-blooded Indians

listed on the 1910 Indian census.  Echo Hawk found that Jose and Maria Alto had

raised Marcus since infancy.  Echo Hawk accepted the 1907 baptismal record as

evidence of Marcus’ ancestry and year of birth.  Echo Hawk then affirmed the  
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Band’s “adoption” theory because there were a number of “Jose Altos” residing in

the same area at the time of Marcus’ baptism.  [ER 210; AR 1146] 

In support of his decision, Echo Hawk stated that “the most telling

evidence in the record rebutting Jose Alto as Marcus Alto’s biological father is the

early Indian censuses.”  Echo Hawk found that Frank Alto was Jose’s son, and

Frank Alto’s 1910 letter was corroborative evidence that Marcus was adopted. 

Over appellants’ objection, Echo Hawk accepted the witness statements as

probative and credible, and because some declarants claimed to be near the same

age as Marcus.  Echo Hawk concluded that Marcus was a child of a different

family, not merely a different mother.  Lastly, Echo Hawk’s decision left open the

possibility of revisiting Marcus’ ancestry based on evidence that could come to

light to overturn his decision.  [ER 207, 218, 220; AR 1153-1154, 1156]

2. The district court’s findings in favor of summary judgment.

i. Res judicata/issue preclusion.   The district court found res

judicata/issue preclusion did not apply because in 1995, AS-IA Deer’s authority to

review Marcus’ eligibility was authorized under Part 76, while in 2011, AS-IA

Echo Hawk’s asserted authority was exercised under Part 48.  In concluding res

judicata/issue preclusion did not apply, the district court further relied on two 
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policy considerations: (1) the tribe’s right to define its own membership; and (2)

the federal policy favoring tribal self-government.  [ER 15-16]

ii. The district court’s ruling on Echo Hawk’s 2011 factual
determinations. 

a. The early San Pasqual Indian censuses.  

The district court found Echo Hawk’s reliance on the early Indian

censuses reasonable.  The district court reasoned that appellants failed to

demonstrate a “flaw” in the censuses as they relate to Jose and Maria Alto.  The

district court found that Jose and Maria Alto identified “Frank Alto” as their “son”

in the early censuses. [ER  21]  In granting summary judgment, the district court

denied appellants’ motion to take judicial notice of Frank Alto, Jr.’s death record

and concluded it would have had no effect on the conclusion of the order.  [ER 21,

fn. 10]  The district court further affirmed Echo Hawk’s reliance on the early

Indian censuses to reconcile the Band’s “adoption” theory.  In that respect, the

district court reasoned that Jose and Maria repeatedly over a span of seven years,

had an opportunity to identify Marcus on the early censuses.  Additionally, the

district court concluded that evidence of children born to other tribal members

who were not listed as children on the censuses was irrelevant.  [ER 20, 21]

/ / /
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b. The belated witness statement evidence.

The district court affirmed Echo Hawk’s reliance on the witness

statement evidence.  [ER 23, 25]

c. DNA evidence establishing the Alto descendants’ Native
American Indian ancestry.

The district court affirmed Echo Hawk’s rejection of DNA evidence

that Marcus’ descendant has 30-percent Native American Indian ancestry.  The

court relied on the same factors stated in Echo Hawk’s January 2011 decision [ER

26] without addressing appellants’ claim that the DNA evidence was 

probative of whether the declarants’ statements that Marcus was “non-Indian”

were accurate. 

d. The typewritten “no issue” statement in Maria Alto’s application
for the California Judgment roll.

The district court rejected appellants’ claim that the typewritten “no

issue” statement in Maria Alto’s application No. 8685 for the California Judgment 

roll could not be reconsidered by Echo Hawk and found Echo Hawk’s reliance on

the evidence rational. [ER 29, 30]

e. Marcus’ 1907 birth year.   In affirming Echo Hawk’s

determination of Marcus’ 1907 birth year, the district court stated that Echo Hawk

was not required to explain the rejection of conflicting evidence.  [ER 31] The
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district court also denied appellants’ motion to take judicial notice of the 1930

U.S. census, an exhibit discussed in the Band’s anthropology report.  [ER 12, fn.

10] 

f. Frank Alto’s February 23, 1910, letter.  The district court

affirmed Echo Hawk’s decision to give Frank Alto’s 1910 letter corroborative

weight, despite the fact there are two different versions of the Frank Alto letter in

the agency record.  [ER 32]  In finding the letter probative, the district court failed

to address the conflicting census evidence of two Frank Altos, listed as the same

age but identified as living in two different households.

g. The district court affirmed Echo Hawk’s conclusion that
Marcus’ biological father was some other Jose Alto.

The district court held it was required to defer to the agency decision

and affirmed Echo Hawk’s decision that some other “Jose Alto,” not the Jose Alto

that raised Marcus, was Marcus’ father.  [ER 35]

 D. LEGAL STANDARD OF REVIEW. 

A district court’s grant of summary judgment is reviewed de novo.

Sierra Club v. Babbitt, 65 F.3d 1502, 1507 (9th Cir.1995).  The Court views the

case from the same position as the district court and applies the same standards.

Nevada Land Action Ass’n v. U.S. Forest Serv., 8 F.3d 713, 716 (9th Cir.1993). 
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1. Review standard for res judicata/issue preclusion claims.

Res judicata bars litigation in a subsequent action of any claims that

were raised or could have been raised in the prior action. Federated Dep’t Stores,

Inc. v. Moitie, 452 U.S. 394, 398, 101 S.Ct. 2424, 69 L.Ed.2d 103 (1981);

Costantini v. Trans World Airlines, 681 F.2d 1199, 1201-1202 (9th Cir.1982). 

The availability of res judicata/issue preclusion is a mixed question of law and fact

which is subject to de novo review. Plaine v. McCabe, 797 F.2d 713, 718 (9th

Cir.1986).

2. Review standard for factual findings under the APA. 
  

The Court reviews the district court’s factual findings for clear error. 

Russian River Watershed Prot. Comm. v. City of Santa Rosa, 142 F.3d 1136, 1140

(9th Cir.1998).  Clear error exists when the agency’s decision offers an

explanation that runs counter to the evidence before it.  Natural Resources

Defense Council v. U.S. Forest Service, 421 F.3d 797, 806 (9th Cir. 2005).  An

agency’s action is arbitrary and capricious and should be set aside if the agency

has “entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an

explanation for its decision that runs counter to the evidence before the agency, or

is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product

of agency expertise.”  Southwest Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Forest Serv.,
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100 F.3d 1443, 1448 (9th Cir.1996).  Although the inquiry in APA review is

narrow, “[i]n making the factual inquiry whether an agency decision was ‘arbitrary

or capricious,’ a reviewing court ‘must consider whether the decision was based

on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error

of judgment.’”  Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378,

109 S. Ct. 1851, 104 L. Ed. 2d 377 (1989) citing Citizens to Preserve Overton

Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U. S. 402, 416, 91 S. Ct. 814; 28 L. Ed. 2d 136 (1971). 

“Certainly, the Assistant Secretary’s decision is entitled to a presumption of

regularity. But that presumption is not to shield his action from a thorough,

probing, in-depth review.”  Id. at p. 415.  Courts are required to review the agency

record and satisfy themselves “that the agency has made a reasoned decision based

on its evaluation of the significance—or lack of significance—of information.  A

contrary approach would not simply render judicial review of agency action

meaningless, it would be contrary to the demand that courts ensure that agency

decisions are founded on a reasoned evaluation of the ‘relevant factors.’”  Marsh

v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, supra, 490 U.S. at p. 378.

 E. SUMMARY OF APPELLANTS’ ARGUMENT

1.  AS-IA Deer’s 1995 decision rested on Part 48 because Deer

had to consider whether Marcus qualified to be included in the earlier roll under
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Part 76.  The Band adopted Part 76 on July 13, 1986.  In appellants’ case, section

76.14 gave the Assistant secretary the absolute authority to make a “final and

conclusive” membership decision.  The Band’s enrollment committee, having

relinquished the legal right to Deer in 1995 to make a “final and conclusive”

decision, did not retain the right in 2008 to reconsider the Alto’s tribal

membership eligibility.  Likewise, Echo Hawk had no authority to reconsider the

Alto’s eligibility. That right was unequivocally given to his predecessor who

exercised the right in 1995.  

The district court was required to apply a plain meaning to the words

“final and conclusive” and give the 1995 decision binding effect.  Black’s Law

dictionary (online version 2nd ed) defines the word “conclusive” as “putting an

end to inquiry, final, decisive.”  Applying the plain meaning rule in this case is

consistent with the principles of res judicata.  Appellants’ case is similar to United

States v. Utah Constr. Co., 384 U.S. 394, 86 S. Ct. 1545, 16 L. Ed. 2d 642 (1966). 

In that case, the Supreme Court held a contract provision “whose decision shall be

final and conclusive upon the parties” was entitled to res judicata effect.  Neither

the Band’s right to define its own membership, nor the policy of self determination

are at issue because the Band adopted Part 76 which relinquished its membership

determination of final membership decisions to the Assistant Secretary.
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The Band’s evidence involves the same claim.  Res judicata/issue

preclusion also bars review of any evidence that could have been presented in

1995 and offered for that purpose.  Nevada v. United States, 463 U.S. 110, 130,

103 S. Ct. 2906, 77 L. Ed. 2d 509 (1983). 

2. The district court failed to conduct a “thorough, probing, in-

depth review” of the agency record.  The early Indian censuses should not have

been given significant weight because the censuses are inherently flawed. There is

demonstrated clear error in the judgment. The district court could not affirm Echo

Hawk’s finding that “Frank Alto” was Jose Alto’s son because the 1907 and 1910

censuses contain conflicting evidence which was never reconciled. The district

court erred in denying appellants’ motion for judicial notice.  Francisco Alto, Jr.’s

death record is relevant to determine whether the agency considered all factors in

its genealogy investigation.  Further, the district court also erred in reasoning that

footnote 121 of the Band’s anthropology report was not relevant. Footnote 121

identifies children born to other tribal members. Those children were not listed on

the early Indian censuses, making Echo Hawk’s conclusion that Marcus was

“adopted” because his name was intentionally left off the censuses arbitrary.  

The district court engaged in speculation that Jose and Maria Alto

had “opportunity” to identify their progeny to the census taker.  This finding is not
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supported by the census records and belie Echo Hawk’s finding that there were no

San Pasqual Indians living on the reservation.

3. The district court erred in affirming Echo Hawk’s finding that

Frank Alto’s February 23, 1910, letter was corroborative evidence.  There are two

handwritten versions of this letter in the agency record, written in substantially

different handwriting with different signatures. 

4. The district court erred in affirming Echo Hawk’s finding

that the belated witness statements were probative evidence that Marcus was

“adopted” and “non-Indian.”  The hearsay statements were objected to, and

therefore, could not be given their natural and probative effect.  Marcus died in

1988 and was unavailable to rebut the hearsay statements.  Several witness

statements lacked foundation, were biased, and were not corroborated by other

evidence.  The early record evidence and Native American DNA result rebuts the

belated witness statements that Marcus was non-Indian.  

5. Echo Hawk’s decision that Jose Alto was not Marcus’

biological father was arbitrary.  The baptismal record identifies “Jose Alto” as

Marcus’ father and “Frank Alto” and “Letalia Duro” as sponsors at the child’s

baptism.  Both “Alto” and “Duro” are San Pasqual tribal names as identified by

the Band’s evidence.   
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ARGUMENT

  I. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN RULING THAT
THE RES JUDICATA DOES NOT APPLY.

Part 76 and section 74.14 adopted by the Band on July 13, 1986

provides that the Assistant Secretary’s decision on membership “shall be final and

conclusive.”  [ER 248, 541; AR 1576, 2719] In opposition to the 2007 Mast

challenge, appellants submitted the 1995 Deer decision.  [ER 278; AR 1719] In

2008, Regional acknowledged the finality of the 1995 decision as follows:

...Mr. Alto’s eligibility for membership in the Tribe was already
determined by the BIA Southern California Agency Superintendent
on May 23, 1991, and was affirmed by the Acting Director on January
31, 1994. On April 10, 1995, the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs
denied the Band’s appeal from the Area Director’s January 31, 1994
decision, and the denial decision of the Assistant Secretary was final
for the Department.  Therefore, no additional action regarding the
enrollment of Mr. Alto and his descendants is required.

[ER 264; AR 1467, emphasis added] 

Appellants reiterated that the 1995 Deer decision was final.  [ER 476,

479; AR 860, 867] In his January 2011 decision, Echo Hawk acknowledged “[t]he

settled expectation of these Band members, established as they were by good faith

decisions by [his] predecessor and by Regional Directors in 1994 and 2008,

establish[ed] a strong presumption against reversing course and approving the

disenrollments.” [ER 206; AR 1142] Despite this strong legal presumption, Echo
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Hawk revisited the 1995 Deer decision under 48.14 (d) and ordered the Alto’s

names be removed from the roll.  

In issuing the preliminary injunction that ordered Echo Hawk to keep

appellants enrolled, Judge Gonzalez recognized that the 2007 Mast challenge was

“essentially attempting to re-argue the same question that was determined in the

1994/1995 challenge: whether Marcus Alto Sr. was the biological son of Jose Alto

and Maria Duro.”  [ER 114]  However, in ruling on the summary judgment

motions, Judge Bashant reasoned that res judicata/issue preclusion does not apply

because the two agency decisions derived their authority to decide the Alto’s

membership under two different regulations.  In ruling, the district court did not

engage in a thorough legal analysis of the issue. 

i. The res judicata issue is purely a legal question for this
Court to resolve and does not involve agency expertise.

Although Echo Hawk specifically mentioned his predecessor’s action

in the January 2011 decision, and the parties argued it, the district court found that

Echo Hawk did not address the res judicata arguments. [ER 13, fn. 13] 

Nonetheless, the district court ruled APA review was appropriate because the

court’s review of the issue does not require the agency’s expertise.  4
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ii. AS-IA Deer’s 1995 “final and conclusive” decision rested on
a consideration of Part 48.

AS-IA Deer reviewed Part 48 to find Marcus was eligible under Part

76 because section 76.4 states:

(a) The membership roll of the Band shall be brought current to
April 27, 1985, by:

(1) Adding the names of persons living on April 27, 1985, who are
not enrolled with some other tribe or band; and

(i) Who would have qualified for the inclusion of their names on
the January 1, 1959, membership roll of the Band had they
filed applications within the time prescribed; 

[ER 246-247; AR 1574-1575, emphasis added]
  

In 1995, Deer found that Marcus would have qualified under Part 48.

The record shows AS-IA Deer found “although Marcus Alto, Sr., was not

previously enrolled on the January 1, 1959, membership roll, he possessed 4/4

degree Indian blood of the Band which is more than the 1/8 degree Band blood

required.” [ER 243; AR 1518]  Thus, Deer’s decision had to implicitly consider

whether Marcus qualified for the Band’s membership under Part 48.  Further, the

agency’s record shows the proposed revision was “not intended to change the

membership requirements now in effect.”  The only difference was Part 76
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allowed membership for those individuals who would have qualified under the

1959 roll had they applied by the original roll’s deadline. [ER 539; AR 2717] 

iii. The district court was required to apply the plain meaning 
of the words “final and conclusive.”  

Here, the Band’s enrollment committee no longer retained the right to

reconsider the Assistant Secretary’s 1995 “final and conclusive” decision. 

Likewise, Echo Hawk had no authority to reconsider the Alto’s tribal membership

eligibility. That right was unequivocally given to his predecessor who exercised

the right in 1995 resulting in a “final and conclusive” decision. 

Appellants argued that the plain meaning rule applied to preclude

Echo Hawk’s reconsideration of Deer’s 1995 decision.  [ER 434-435]  The words

“final” and “conclusive” must be given their dictionary definitions. See Cahto

Tribe of Laytonville Rancheria v. Dutschke, 715 F.3d 1225, 1230 (9th Cir. 2013)

involving interpretation of a tribal enrollment ordinance.  Black’s Law Dictionary

(free online version, 2nd ed), defines “conclusive” as “putting an end to inquiry,

final, decisive.”  Section 76.14 expressed an unambiguous legislative intent,

adopted by the Band on July 13, 1986, that membership decisions decided by the

Assistant Secretary would be “conclusive” i.e., putting an end to any further

inquiry–and binding on the parties.  The district court therefore erred by finding

Echo Hawk was not required to adhere to his predecessor’s decision. 
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 iv. The dictionary definition of “conclusive” is consistent 
with the finality principles of res judicata.

It is well settled that res judicata applies to final decisions of

administrative agencies acting in a quasi-judicial capacity.  Astoria Federal S. &

L. Assn. v. Solimino, 501 U.S. 104, 107, 111 S. Ct. 2166, 115 L. Ed. 2d 96 (1991)

(extending the doctrine to the final adjudications of both state and federal

agencies); United States v. Utah Constr. Co., supra, 384 U.S. 394, 421-422.  The

doctrine of res judicata is firmly embedded in federal common law and the Full

Faith and Credit Clause.  See, University of Tennessee v. Elliott, 478 U.S. 788,

799, 106 S. Ct. 3220, 92 L. Ed. 2d 635 (1986). “[O]nce an issue has been resolved

in a prior proceeding, there is no further fact-finding function to be performed.” 

Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 336, , fn. 23, 99 S. Ct. 645, 58 L.

Ed. 2d 552 (1979).  Res judicata bars reconsideration of issues that were litigated

or that might have been litigated as part of the prior case.  International Ass’n of

Machinists & Aerospace Workers,, AFL-CIO v. Aloha Airlines, Inc., 790 F.2d 727,

730 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 931 (1986).  

Res judicata principles apply in cases involving Indian tribes.  For

example, in Racine v. Rocky Mountain Regional Director, 36 IBIA 274, 277

(2001), the Interior Board of Indian Appeals held that res judicata applies to

proceedings before the Board and may bar a second appeal involving the same
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matter.  See also, Nevada v. United States, supra, 463 U.S. 110, “Res judicata

prevents the United States and the Tribe from litigating the instant claim.”  

Appellants argued United States v. Utah Constr. Co., supra, 384 U.S.

394, an agency case, was controlling because it involves the exact same “final and

conclusive” language as this case. [ER 433-434]  In that case, a construction

contract stated “all disputes concerning questions of fact arising under this

contract” shall be decided by the contracting officer, subject to written appeal to

the head of the department, “whose decision shall be ‘final and conclusive’ upon

the parties thereto.”  The Supreme Court found the language rested on the

agreement of the parties and harmonious with general principles of res judicata

and collateral estoppel.  384 U.S. 394, at 421-422. 

Res judicata applies if: (1) the issue decided is identical to the one

sought to be relitigated; (2) the previous proceeding resulted in a final decision on

the merits; and (3) the party against whom collateral estoppel is asserted was a

party or in privity with a party at the prior proceeding.  Plaine v. McCabe, supra,

797 F.2d 713, 720.   Appellants can demonstrate all three requirements. As

recognized by Judge Gonzalez, the 1995 decision appears to be identical. The

record demonstrates that the enrollment committee raised the same issue, that

Marcus Alto is not the lineal descendant of Jose and Maria Alto.  The enrollment
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committee’s rejection form dated July 16, 1988, signed by Diana Martinez, states:

“common knowledge Marcus Alto was not [the] blood son of Jose Alto and Maria

A. Duro.” [ER 483; AR 1545] In a letter dated June 13, 1991, the Band objected to

Marcus’ enrollment claiming that Jose and Maria Alto raised Marcus but he was

not their “blood” son.  The Band asserted the “no issue” statement on Maria’s

application meant she had no children, and rejected Marcus’ enrollment stating he

was not related to a “San Pasqual ancestor.”  [ER 222, 223; AR 592, 595]  

The Band was aware of its legal remedy of federal court review of

Deer’s 1995 decision. [ER 234; AR 2298] Instead, the Band complied with Deer’s

“final and conclusive” decision.  The Alto descendants had settled expectations

and “were fully engaged in [the Band’s] activities holding offices in the tribal

government.”  [ER 206; AR 1142]  The 1995 decision is entitled to a finality

determination.  Preclusive effect is accorded where judicial review of an

administrative decision is available whether or not sought. Wehrli v. County of

Orange, 175 F. 3d 692, 694, 695 (9th Cir. 1999); Plaine v. McCabe, supra, 797

F.2d 713, 721. The issue of a “full and fair” opportunity to litigate, includes the

possibility of a chain of appellate review.  A losing party cannot obstruct the

preclusive effect of a final administrative decision by simply foregoing the right to

appeal.  Cf., Murray v. Alaska Airlines, Inc., 50 Cal.4th 860, 877, 237 P. 3d 565
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(2010) (applying a preclusive effect to a state administrative decision).  An

unreviewed agency decision is equivalent to a final judgment entitled to res

judicata finality and collateral estoppel effect. “Any other result would render the

administrative forum a place for meaningless dry runs.”  Miller v. County of Santa

Cruz, 39 F. 3d 1030, 1038 (9th Cir. 1994).

This case involves a regulation adopted by the Band agreeing that the

Department would make a “final and conclusive” adjudicative decision–a binding

decision.  Even if reconsideration is authorized under Part 48, “the doctrine [of res

judicata] retains full force when applied to adjudications of ‘past facts, where the

second proceeding involves the same claim or the same transaction.’” Stuckey v.

Weinberger, 488 F. 2d 904, 911 (9th Cir. 1973). Indeed, the Stuckey court noted,

“Stuckey could have sought judicial review when the decisions he challenges were

originally rendered. Since he failed to do so, the administrative decisions and the

District Court decision became binding upon him.”  Id. at 912.  Likewise, the 1995

Deer decision is binding.  The Mast challenge was a second proceeding involving

the same challenge as the earlier decided case. 

Contrary to the district court’s rationale, there is no “overriding

public policy” to relax the full faith and credit application to AS-IA Deer’s 1995

“conclusive” decision.  See United States v. Lasky, 600 F.2d 765, 768 (9th Cir.
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1979).  Neither the Band’s right to define its own membership, nor the federal

Indian policy of “self determination” is at stake. Rather, the Band, by adopting

Part 76, relinquished its sovereign right to the Department to conclusively

determine the Altos’ membership under a regulation that the Band adopted on July

13, 1986.  See Alto v. Black, supra, 738 F.3d 1111, 1116.  Indeed, the 2008

Regional Director reasonably concluded: 

It is inappropriate for the Committee to continue to raise this issue of
the validity of the inclusion of Mr. Alto and his descendants on the
Band’s membership roll or to attempt to disenroll his descendants and
continue to seek remedy from the BIA.  

[ER 270; AR 1473, emphasis added]  

While 48.14 (d), permits the AS-IA to make “corrections to the roll of

individuals whose enrollment was based on information subsequently determined

to be inaccurate,” this provision applies only to those members who did NOT have

their prior eligibility adjudicated by a “final and conclusive” decision binding on

the parties.  Moreover, the federal defendants’ interpretation of their authority

ignores the word “conclusive.”  If the word “conclusive” is not given its plain

meaning of putting an end to all inquiry, the enrollment committee, in 3-2

decisions, could indefinitely relitigate the same issue every few years, relying on

the same stale claims.

/ / /
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 v. Collateral estoppel principles preclude review of the Band’s
evidence that could have been presented earlier.  

Appellants asserted that several items of evidence could have been

presented in the 1995 case.  [See ER 153, 154, 156, 157, 160, 162, 164, 166, 168,

171-172, ¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶¶ 62, 72, 79, 93, 108, 117, 121, 136, 149, 156, 162, 163, 186] 

In issuing the preliminary injunction, Judge Gonzalez found there were questions

as to what evidence was “new.”  [ER 114]  However, in ruling on the summary

judgment motions, Judge Bashant made no findings on whether any evidence was

“new.”   This was error.  A final judgment on the merits precludes the parties from

relitigating “any other admissible matter which might have been offered for that

purpose.”  Nevada v. United States, supra, 463 U.S. 110, 130.

Florence Shipek’s affidavit, and Mellie Duenas and Felie Quisquis

statements were signed in February 1994. Likewise, reconsideration of the

meaning of Maria Alto’s typewritten application is barred.  The record states

“according to the documents (enrollment application #8685, dated October 06,

1930) submitted....” [ER 222; AR 592, emphasis added]  Deer’s 1995 decision

stated: “[a]ll available documentation involving this case has been thoroughly

reviewed.” [ER 243; AR 1518]   

The 1907 baptismal record and the belated 2004 affidavits of Diana

Martinez, Helen Mendez, Francis Jones, Gene Morales, Laura Guidry and Mary
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Arviso could have been offered in the prior proceeding and are not “new”

evidence.  In 1994, tribal members Felie Quisquis and Mellie Duenas submitted

statements that Marcus’ mother was “Venedita” and she lived in Arlington. [ER

254, 265]  The additional evidence, the baptismal record produced and dated April

19, 2007, states that “Roberto Marco Alto” is the child of Jose Alto and Benedita

Barrios, born in Arlington, California, on April 25, 1907. [ER 492; 1726]  In 2004,

in the Caylor case, Francis Jones and Gene Morales submitted affidavits

mimicking Duenas’s earlier 1994 statement that Benedita was Marcus’ mother’s

name. [ER 345; AR 801; ER 349; AR 2350]  Therefore, the renewed challenge

with additional purported “new” evidence is barred.    

Appellants also disputed the April 19, 2007 baptismal record

produced by the Band.  [ER 275; AR 1716] Regional investigated and noted, “in

addition to these Certificates, the Church provided this office with a baptism

record dated September 8, 2008” certifying that the child born to Jose Alto and

Benedita Barrios was born May 25, 1907.  [ER 266, 267, emphasis added]  Echo

Hawk nonetheless adopted the Band’s cross-out theory about Marcus’ age when

first married without reviewing the 1930 U.S. census record which supports

Marcus’s age as 19 when first married, to accept the premise that Marcus was born

in 1907.  The district court denied appellant’s request for judicial notice and found
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that the document “would ultimately have no effect on the conclusion” of the case.

[ER 12, fn. 10]  This is clear error in light of Marcus Alto’s original social security

application in 1936 which gives his year of birth as 1905.

In any event, even if the baptismal record and Marcus’ birth year of

1907 was correct, Regional logically concluded:

   Assuming the baptism record is Mr. Alto’s, this would prove that he
is the son of Jose Alto.  On Maria Alto’s 1928 application, she listed
Jose Alto as 4/4 Digueno Indian from San Pasqual. Jose Alto was
listed on several San Pasqual census rolls, in particular the 1910
Census Roll....If this were the case Mr. Alto would still be eligible to
be included on the San Pasqual membership roll as a descendant of
Jose Alto.

[ER 267; AR 1470] 

Furthermore, in addressing the baptismal record, Echo Hawk never

reconciled the conflicting evidence about Maria Alto’s “no issue” statement in her

typewritten application.  The Band’s anthropology report states that Maria had a

son named “Ferdinando” by her first husband named Santiago Guachene.  [ER

328; AR 2080]  Echo Hawk also made a finding on page 14, Paragraph 6 of his

decision, that “three of the affiants claim blood relationship to Maria Duro Alto.”

[ER 214; AR 1150]  Here, in making a finding that Maria Alto had “no issue,”

Echo Hawk clearly made a finding despite evidence that ran counter to it.
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 II. ECHO HAWK’S FINDING THAT MARCUS WAS 
“NON-INDIAN,” AND THE ADOPTED SON OF JOSE
ALTO WAS ARBITRARY.

The substantial evidence standard requires the administrative record

to be reviewed as a whole, weighing both the evidence that supports the agency’s

determination, as well as evidence that detracts from it.  See De la Fuente v.

FDIC, 332 F.3d 1208, 1220 (9th Cir. 2003); Mayes v. Massanari, 276 F.3d 453,

458-459 (9th Cir. 2001).  If the record contains conflicting evidence, the

fact-finder must adequately explain his reasons for rejecting or discrediting

competent evidence.  Benton v. Bowen, 820 F.2d 85, 88 (3d Cir.1987). “Unless the

Secretary has analyzed all evidence and has sufficiently explained the weight he

has given to obviously probative exhibits, to say that his decision is supported by

substantial evidence approaches an abdication of the court’s duty to scrutinize the

record as a whole to determine whether the conclusions reached are rational.”

Gober v. Matthews, 574 F.2d 772, 776 (3d Cir.1978). 

Echo Hawk found: “Marcus Alto’s adoptive father is not Marcus

Alto’s biological father.” [ER 217; AR 1153]  In terminating the Alto

descendants’ Native American status, and finding Marcus was an adopted child,

Echo Hawk relied on inaccurate Indian censuses, and a flawed premise that “Frank

Alto” was Jose’s son.  There is demonstrated clear error in the judgment. The
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district court could not affirm Echo Hawk’s finding that “Frank Alto” was Jose

Alto’s son because the 1907 and 1910 censuses contain conflicting evidence

which was never reconciled. 

i. The early Indian censuses are flawed. 

Echo Hawk found that the early San Pasqual Indian censuses were

entitled to “very weighty” evidence.  He found the “most telling evidence”

rebutting Jose Alto as Marcus Alto’s biological father [was] the early censuses

which identify Jose, Maria and “Jose’s son, ‘Frank Alto.’”  [ER 215, 218; AR

1151, 1154]  The district court agreed that the early censuses were “significant”

and “incredibly consistent” with respect to Jose Alto, Maria Alto, and Frank Alto. 

[ER 19-21] This was error because both the court and Echo Hawk failed to

consider an important aspect of the problem–two Frank Altos identified in the

censuses and insufficient genealogy proof that Frank was Jose Alto’s son. 

a. The 1907 and 1910 Indian censuses list two Frank Altos, the
same age, living in different households. 

The district court failed to conduct a “thorough, probing, in-depth

review” (Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, supra, 401 U. S. 402,

415) and instead deferred to the Assistant Secretary’s decision.  The 1907 Indian

census, lists Frank Alto as No. 27 and as age 25 and “son” living in Francisco Alto

Sr.’s household. [ER 500; AR 2354] “Frank Alto” is also listed as No. 27, age 25,
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but listed as the “son” in Jose Alto’s household on the 1907 census. [ER 501; AR

2355] The 1910 Indian census lists Frank Alto as age 25, as No. 26 identified as

“son” directly under Francisco Alto, Sr.’s name.  While “Frank Alto” is identified

as “son,” the exact same age, but listed as No. 34 directly under Jose Alto’s name

on the same census. [ER 522; AR 2597]  

Appellants raised the issue of the two Frank Altos arguing that the

district court could not reasonably find “Frank Alto” was Jose Alto’s son based on

the census record evidence. [ER 436-437]  The federal defendants conceded the

early Indian censuses contain inaccuracies.  [ER 297, ¶ 76] Nonetheless, the

district court’s decision failed to address the agency record evidence. [ER 1-38]

The district court also denied appellants’ request for judicial notice of

the death certificate of  Francisco Alto, Jr., finding the record was inappropriate to

challenge the wisdom of the agency’s decision.  [ER 12, fn. 10] Appellants

disagree.  Courts must consider whether an agency has considered relevant factors,

particularly here, where the Assistant Secretary’s decision terminates appellants’

Native American Indian status and rights on pure speculation that “Frank Alto”

was Jose’s son.  Quoting from the BIA’s own genealogy investigation policy:

Proof is a fundamental concept in genealogy. In order to merit
confidence...five elements (must include) a reasonably exhaustive
search; complete and accurate source citations; analysis and
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correlation of the collected information; resolution of any conflicting
evidence; and a soundly reasoned, coherently written conclusion. 

[ER 481; AR 887] 

An expansion of the administrative record is proper where

supplementation is necessary to determine whether the agency has considered all

relevant factors.  See Lands Council v. Powell, 395 F.3d 1019, 1030 (9th Cir.

2005).  Here, Frank Alto’s death record was a relevant consideration because of

the conflicting evidence of two Frank Altos, the same age, identified in different

households and the agency requirement of genealogy proof establishing that Frank

Alto was Jose Alto’s son.  The death record establishes that Frank Alto was not

Jose Alto’s son.  Tribal member, Connie Alto, daughter of Francisco Alto, Jr.,

informed officials upon her father’s death in July 1979, that Frank’s parents were

Juan Osuna and Erlenda Rodreguez, NOT Francisco Alto Sr., and NOT Jose Alto

as identified on the 1907 and 1910 Indian censuses. [ER 452]  

Appellants argued that the Band’s anthropology expert submitted San

Diego County death records, genealogy proof, for Frank Alto Sr., Jose Alto, Maria

Alto and Sosten Alto, but NO death record was produced for “Frank Alto,”

identifying his father as “Jose Alto.”  [ER 437]  In determining whether judicial

notice was appropriate, this Court should further consider that none of the belated

witness statements that talk about Jose and Maria Alto mention “Frank Alto” and
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do not state that he was Jose’s son.  Additionally, the agency does not have a

California Judgment roll application which identifies “Frank Alto” as Jose’s son. 

Consequently, there is a lack of significant genealogy information missing from

the agency’s consideration resulting in Echo Hawk adopting a fundamentally

flawed premise proposed by the Band’s anthropology expert. 

b. Footnote 121 in the anthropology report.   In addition, both

appellants and then Vice Tribal Chairman Robert Phelps, PhD, pointed out that it

was arbitrary to draw a conclusion that Marcus was “adopted” based on the

absence of Marcus’s name from the early Indian censuses.  [ER 276; AR 1717; ER

282; AR 1895]  There were few children identified on the early censuses.  The

June 30, 1909, census listed 51 adult Indians and only one child, Gentilo Alto, age

3.  [See ER 509-510; AR 2363-2364].  Only 5 children are listed on the 1910

census out a total 86 individuals listed.  [ER 521-524; AR 2596-2599]  Dr. Phelp’s

letter stated: “Demographically, one expects many more children than adults,

particularly in 1910.”  [ER 282; AR 1895]   

The AS-IA found it very probative that Marcus was not identified on

the early Indian censuses. The early Indian censuses are not probative evidence of

Marcus’ adoption because it can be demonstrated that other children of adult tribal

members named on the censuses were also left off the censuses.  The district court
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failed to conduct a probing in depth inquiry.  A court’s review of the agency

record is required to be “searching and careful.” Marsh v. Oregon Natural

Resources Council, supra, 490 U.S. at p. 378.  The anthropology report, footnote

121 identified that in 1900, tribal member Vibiana Orosco “had a child.”  [ER 302;

AR 1048]  Viviana Orosco is listed on the 1911 census as No. 83, but there is no

child is listed.  [ER 528; AR 2371] Similarly, footnote 121 reports that tribal

member Augustina Castro had three children with Porfiro Osuna. One child was

baptized in 1897.  Another was born in 1899, and another in 1902.  [ER 302; AR

1048]  Augustina Castro is listed on the September 27, 1909 census as No. 57 [ER

507; AR 2361]; the 1910 census as No. 50 [ER 526; AR 2597]; the 1911 census as

No. 84 [ER 528]; the 1912 census as No. 18 [ER 529]; and the 1913 census as No.

17 [ER 533], but her three children are NOT identified nor listed.  Likewise,

footnote 121 reports: “Elizabeth Castro had a daughter “Mary” in 1908.”  [ER

302; AR 1048] “Lizzie” Castro is listed as No. 48 on the 1910 census. [ER 522; 

AR 2597]  On the 1911 census, Lizzie Castro, is listed as No. 46.  [ER 526] The

1912 census identifies her as No. 15 [ER 529; AR 2372]; and the 1913 census lists

Castro as No. 14.  [ER 533]  No child named  “Mary” is listed with Lizzie Castro

on the 1910-1913 censuses.   
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In appellants’ case, Regional reasonably concluded that the fact

Marcus was not listed on the early 1907-1913 Indian censuses “does not prove he

was not Jose and Maria’s son.” [ER 267; AR 1470]  Nonetheless, the district court

found that “agencies are not required to consider every alternative proposed nor

respond to every point made. [ER 22] The district court missed the point.  Echo

Hawk improperly engaged in speculation that Marcus was adopted because he was

not named on the early Indian censuses.  Faced with this record, and evidence of

the flawed censuses, Echo Hawk’s decision that Marcus was adopted was arbitrary

in light of the fact that Marcus Alto was named as the “Indian” son of Jose

(Joseph) and Maria (Mary) Alto in household no. 96 on the 1920 U.S. census. [ER

493; AR 1807; see also ER 215; AR 1151]

c. There is no substantial evidence that Jose and Maria Alto
had an “opportunity” to identify their progeny to the early
San Pasqual Indian census taker.

Despite evidence that the 1907-1913 Indian censuses are not accurate

nor trustworthy, the district court engaged in speculation, not supported by the

record, in finding that over a “span of seven years, Jose and Maria Alto had the

opportunity to identify their progeny” and “repeatedly identified” Frank Alto as

their “son.”  [ER 21] In addition to the two Frank Altos listed as the exact same

age, age 25 for the years 1907 and 1910, the record shows that Jose Alto’s ages are
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inconsistently reported on the censuses.  On the 1907, 1908 and 1910 Indian

censuses, Jose Alto was reported as age 50. [ER 501, 505, 522]  Likewise, Maria’s

age was reported as 45 on the 1907, 1909, 1910 and 1911 Indian censuses [ER

501, 507, 522, 526] and 52 on the 1908 census.  [ER 502] The inaccuracy of Jose

and Maria’s ages reported for various census years makes it highly improbable

that the census taker made any personal inquiry of the persons listed in the Jose

Alto household or that Jose and Maria repeatedly identified Frank Alto as their

“son.”  Furthermore, as acknowledged by Echo Hawk, there were no San Pasqual

Indians living on the reservation land.  [ER 203; AR 1139]  Consequently, the

district court’s finding that Jose and Maria Alto had ample “opportunity” to, and

did in fact provide information to the census taker for a span of seven years, has

no evidentiary support.

  ii.  The district court also erred in finding Frank Alto’s
February 23, 1910, letter was corroborative evidence. 

Echo Hawk found “Marcus Alto was a non-tribal member being

raised by Jose and Maria Alto” because one Frank Alto letter identifies Jose,

Maria and Frank as tribal members, but did not mention Marcus Alto.  Echo Hawk

then relied on the belated witness statements submitted by the Band and discussed

infra, to conclude that Marcus was “non-Indian,” and not Jose and Maria’s son.

[ER 218; AR 1154]  Echo Hawk arbitrarily gave corroborative evidentiary weight
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to Frank Alto’s February 23, 1910, letter because there are two handwritten letters

of the same date in the agency record with two different signatures.  [ER 378, 380;

AR 185, 2707]  Appellants challenged this evidence, but the district court found

“it is not clear that the signatures differ substantially.” [ER 32] Appellants

disagree.  It does not take a handwriting expert to see that Exhibits 44 and 45 are

written in different handwriting with different signatures.  Given the fact there are

two Frank Altos listed in completely different households identified on the 1907

and 1910 censuses, the “Frank Alto” letter does not establish that Frank was Jose’s

“son.”   The 1910 letter should not have been given corroborative weight.

iii. The belated hearsay witness statements were objected to,
and therefore, it was error for both Echo Hawk and the
district court to give the statements their natural and
probative effect.

In support of granting summary judgment, the federal defendants

argued that appellants “did not object to the admission of hearsay statements in the

administrative proceeding.” [ER 422, lines 5-6] The federal defendants’ statement

was incorrect.  Appellants objected. [ER 276-277; AR 1717-1718] The district

court essentially deferred to Echo Hawk’s analysis and ruled appellants’ hearsay,

foundation and credibility arguments were not relevant. [ER 23-28] The court did

not give the record a probing in depth review and failed to employ the appropriate
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legal analysis for hearsay evidence. Calhoun v. Bailar, 626 F.2d 145 (9th Cir.

1980).  

In Calhoun v. Bailar, supra, 626 F.2d 145, 150, the court affirmed

reliance on hearsay statements, and gave the affidavits their natural and probative

effect without regard to their hearsay character because no objection was made to

the consideration of the affidavits at any stage of the proceeding.  In contrast, and

as emphasized, the record demonstrates appellants objected.  To constitute

substantial evidence, the hearsay declarations, like any other evidence, must meet

minimum criteria for admissibility—the statements must bear an indicia of

reliability and their use must not be fundamentally unfair.  Factors helpful to a

court’s analysis is possible bias of the declarant, whether the statements are

credible, signed and sworn to, whether the hearsay is corroborated by other

evidence, as well as the type of hearsay material submitted.  The district court

failed to apply the substantial evidence test in reviewing the witness statements. 

This Court applies the substantial evidence test on a case-by-case analysis

requiring “review of the whole record.”  Calhoun v. Bailar, supra, 626 F.2d 145,

148, 149.

a. Florence Shipek’s affidavit.  Shipek stated that she worked

with a small group of elders; each provided her with a written list of ancestors and
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their children.  Shipek researched records for those names at the San Diego

Mission, St. Joseph’s Cathedral, and Holy Trinity Church.  She also examined San

Pasqual Valley school records, the County tax assessor records, county birth, 

marriage and death records, voter registration records, and court records.  Shipek’s

affidavit stated:

[I]n the course of examining tentative charts, each elder maintained
that Maria Duro Alto and her husband Jose Alto had no children but
had raised one belonging to a non-Indian family.  Further, Sosten
Alto, as chairman of the committee was being very careful to include
all the blood-line Alto and Duro descendants through both male and
female lines.  If he did not include someone at that time, then that
person did not meet the bloodline requirements.  He and others stated 
that there were several such persons in existence that were not ‘real
Alto’s’ or Duro’s but had been raised by them.

[ER 260-261; AR 2197-2198, emphasis added]

The district court placed substantial weight on the “thoroughness” of

Shipek’s research. [ER 23, 24, 26] This was error.  Hearsay statements must

provide “reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.”  Cobell v. Norton, 222

F.R.D. 1, 6 (D.D.C. 2004).  Merely because Shipek was told that Marcus was

“adopted” and a “non-Indian” child does not make it true, and it is not evidence of

Shipek’s thorough research.  Significantly, Shipek’s affidavit does not state that

she researched historical and county records for Marcus Alto, Sr.’s ancestry.  For

example, had Shipek researched county records for Marcus Alto’s name, she
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would have discovered Marcus’ 1925 marriage certificate that identifies his

“Indian” ethnicity, and his child’s 1933 birth record which identifies his “Indian”

ethnicity.  There is also no evidence that Shipek considered the fact that Marcus

was named on the 1920 U.S. census, a door-to-door census, that identified Marcus

as the “Indian” “son” of Jose and Maria Alto.  Shipek merely reiterates what she

heard from a small group of elders chaired by Sosten Alto.  In fact, Shipek relied

heavily on Sosten Alto’s decision “to include all the blood-line Alto and Duro

descendants.”  Sosten Alto’s long time wife, Pauline Alto, reported Sosten’s

parents as “unknown” upon his death in 1973.  [ER 343; AR 515]  His motivation

to identify those with “Alto” lineage is questionable.  

Furthermore, although Shipek stated that “Alto” and “Duro” were San

Pasqual Indian names in her affidavit, there is no evidence that Shipek

investigated Marcus’ 1930 California Judgment application No. 8066, which was

signed under oath by Reginaldo “Duro,” or the 1933 California Judgment Roll, a

research starting point for genealogy investigations of California Native

Americans.  Shipek also did not have the baptismal record produced by the Band

in the Mast 2007 enrollment challenge which identifies “Jose Alto” as Roberto

Marco Alto’s father and identifies the sponsors as “Alto” and “Duro.”   Both Echo

Hawk and the district court erred in giving substantial weight to Shipek’s research. 
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Shipek’s investigation into Marcus’ lineage was superficial if not non-existent.

She relied on what was openly stated at meetings she attended that “took place at

Sosten Alto’s home located at 450 E. Pennsylvania, Escondido, California” and

Sosten Alto’s determination of eligibility.  [See ER 341; AR 2653]  

b. Mary Arviso and Laura Guidry’s affidavits.   Both Mary

Arviso and Laura Guidry submitted affidavits in 2004 in the Caylor case.  Both

individuals are related to Sosten Alto.  Mary Arviso stated that “it was common

knowledge” that Maria and Jose Alto adopted Marcus.  “Common knowledge” is

not probative nor reliable evidence.  Common knowledge can be based on a

rumor, that if repeated enough times, can appear to be the truth and become a

“known fact.”  Rumor is proof of no fact.  

Arviso stated that when Sosten Alto was preparing the Band’s 1959

enrollment, Marcus Alto, Sr., visited her family.  He told them “he was not an

Indian” and was “adopted by Maria and Jose Alto.” Arviso further claims Sosten

Alto is related to Maria and Jose Alto. [ER 336; AR 2484] However, there was

NO evidence in the record corroborating any relationship between Jose Alto and

Sosten Alto.  

In applying the Bailar fairness test, it is fundamentally unfair to

accept Arviso’s statement about what Marcus told her.  Marcus passed away in
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1988 and was unavailable to dispute Arviso’s statement.  The 1920 U.S. census 

identifies Marcus as “Indian” and the “son” of Jose and Maria Alto [ER 483; AR

1807]; Marcus’ 1925 marriage certificate which he certified to the best of his

knowledge identifies his “Indian” ethnicity, his parents as Jose and Maria Alto

[ER 314; AR 2635]; Marcus’ child’s 1933 birth record identifies Marcus as

“Indian” [ER 375; AR 182]; and Marcus’ 1936 Social Security application, his

own statement signed by him before any controversy arose, states he is “Indian,”

his parents are Joe Alto and Mary Duro.  [ER 317; AR 490] Additionally, in 1930,

Reginald Duro stated under oath that Marcus is a San Pasqual “Indian” and the

son of Jose and Maria Alto.  [ER 321, 323; AR 1553, 1557]   Further, Marcus’

descendant’s DNA results shows he is Native American. The district court missed

the point about the relevance of the DNA result. [ER 26-27]  While DNA results

cannot conclusively establish which “tribe” an individual is from, the result

showed Marcus’ descendant was 30 percent “Native American Indian” [ER 339;

AR 527], and therefore rebutted the witness statements that Marcus claimed he

was “non-Indian” and Echo Hawk’s finding that Marcus was not Indian.

Laura Guidry stated her father, Sosten Alto, and a small group of

individuals, including Felix Quiquis, attended meetings at Sosten’s home; it was

“openly stated” that Marcus was adopted and not Indian.  Guidry further states that
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in 1963, Marcus Alto, Jr., visited Guidry’s mother, Pauline Alto.  Pauline told

Marcus Jr. that he could not get enrolled because Marcus Sr., was non-Indian and

adopted by her Aunt. [ER 341; AR 2653]  Both Arviso and Guidry claimed

relation to Jose and Maria Alto through Sosten Alto, with absolutely NO

foundation and NO corroborative evidence.  The federal defendants concede that

Arviso and Guidry provided no documentation showing a blood relationship to 

Jose and Maria Alto. [ER 298, ¶ 87] These factors weigh against finding Arviso

and Guidry’s statements probative evidence.  

  c. Mellie Duenas’ statement.   Duenas stated she lived next door5

to Maria Alto in the 400 block of Pennsylvania Avenue in Escondido, in the early

30’s, and that Maria Alto and Duenas were neighbors for six or seven years. 

Duenas stated Marcus’ mother was Mexican; his mother’s name was Venedita,

and she lived in Arlington.  Duenas stated: “I was told the father’s name was Juan

Garcia, also Mexican.”  [See ER 258; AR 2656, emphasis added]  Duenas did not

say who “told” her that “Juan Garcia” was Marcus’ father.  The Band presented no

evidence that Marcus’ father was Juan Garcia or anyone other than Jose Alto who
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was identified as Marcus’ father on the 1920 U.S. census and a San Pasqual

Indian.  Indeed Echo Hawk acknowledged in his decision:

[T]he fact that “Jose Alto” is the name given as the child’s father on
the baptismal certificate and is also the name of the man who raised
the child establishes a strong presumption the two are the same. 

[ER 217; AR 1153]

Furthermore, Duenas’ statement lacks an indicia of reliability as

demonstrated by the record.  Duenas stated she lived in the “400 block” of

Pennsylvania and was neighbors with Maria Alto. The Escondido directories

document that Maria Alto did not live next door to Duenas on Pennsylvania

Avenue for six or seven years in the early 30’s.  [ER 353, 354; AR 464, 466] 

Rather, Sosten Alto lived near Duenas at 450 E. Pennsylvania.  [ER 341; AR

2653]  These factors weigh against finding Duenas’ unsworn statement probative. 

 d.     Diana Martinez’ two affidavits.  In 1995, Diana Martinez

stated she personally interviewed Marcus on November 16, 1987.  Marcus told

Martinez that he had previously submitted an enrollment application, but that he

had been denied enrollment by the previous enrollment committee, specifically

mentioning Mary Matteson and Sosten Alto.  According to Martinez, Marcus told

her he was one of “twin boys” born in 1905 in Arlington.  Martinez claimed

Marcus told her that he did not know the name of his birth mother or twin brother,
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and that his birth mother contacted him after his “twin brother” died at age thirty. 

[ER 308; AR 2275]  

Martinez’s “twin” story lacks any corroborating evidence from the

Band’s anthropology expert and lacks an indica of reliability.  Marcus’ signed his

application stating his parents were Jose and Maria Alto and he submitted a family

tree chart with his application.  Under the Bailar “fairness” test, it is 

fundamentally unfair to accept Marcus’ hearsay statement at face value when he

was unavailable to contest what Martinez claimed that he said.   

In 2004 in the Caylor case, Diana Martinez stated Marcus was

“adopted” and that his descendants were denied enrollment because he was not a

“blood descendant.”  [ER 311; AR 804]  Martinez’s statement that Marcus was

“adopted” did not meet the burden of establishing that Marcus was an “adopted

person” as defined in section Part 76.1.  As used in that regulation, “‘adopted

person means a person whose biological parents’ parental rights have been given

to others to exercise by court order.” [ER 246; AR 1574]  A bare assertion that

Marcus was “adopted” and not a blood descendant, without any corroborating

evidence, does not make Martinez’ statement true. 

 e. Helen Mendez’s affidavit.   Helen Mendez was 86 years old

when she executed her affidavit in the Caylor case.  Mendez stated that Marcus
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told her on more than one occasion that he was an “orphan.”  Mendez further

stated that it was “common knowledge” that Marcus was “not an Indian” and that

Maria Alto adopted him.  [ER 351; AR 2658]  Mendez’ statement is based on

hearsay.  Her statement about Marcus’ statement to her cannot be given its natural

and probative effect because Marcus was unavailable to contest it.  As

emphasized, the 1920 U.S. census, Reginaldo Duro’s sworn statement of Marcus’

parents, and Marcus’ own statement made on his social security application

identify his parents and ethnicity, predate any dispute about his ancestry.

f. Felie Quisquis’ statements.   Felie Quisquis’ February 10,

1994 statement was not made under oath.  Quisquis stated that he was born on

April 22, 1907, and that he and Marcus were good friends.  Quiquis stated that it

was a “known fact” that Marcus was not Jose and Maria’s son. In 1932, Marcus

visited Quiquis in Riverside. Marcus told Quisquis that he was on his way to visit

his mother in Arlington.  Quisquis surmises,“since Maria Alto was living in

Escondido at that time, it had to be his blood mother he was going to visit.”  [ER

254; AR 2650]

According to Guidry, Felie Quisquis served on the original

enrollment committee with her father, Sosten Alto [ER341] so there is

questionable bias of the declarant.  Quisquis’ statement about Marcus’ ancestry is
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also based on “common knowledge.”  Furthermore, Quisquis’ statement lacks an

indicia of reliability as demonstrated by the record. Quisquis claimed to be born in

1907 so his statement about knowing Marcus Alto would appear credible. In fact,

Echo Hawk found Quisquis’s affidavit credible because Quisquis was “near the

same age.”   [ER 214; AR 1150]  However, the Band’s anthropology report stated

that Quisquis was born in 1912 [ER 303; AR 1051] creating conflicting ages and a

reliability/credibility issue.

Reviewing the 1907-1913 San Pasqual Indian censuses to determine

Felie Quisquis’ age–whether he was born in 1907 or 1912, using the identical 

logical reasoning employed by Echo Hawk, Felie Quisquis should have been listed

as a three year old Quisquis male child on the June 30, 1910 census. There is no

three year old male Quisquis child listed on the 1910 Indian census, or any of the

subsequent San Pasqual Indian censuses.  [See ER 521, 525, 531, 535] Quisquis’

birth year of 1907 cannot be reconciled from the agency record.  Therefore, Echo

Hawk’s finding that both Marcus and Quisquis were “nearly the same age” [ER

214; AR 1150] is arbitrary because the agency record contains conflicting

evidence submitted by the Band which was never reconciled.  

g. Gene Morales’ affidavit.  In 2004, in the Caylor case, Gene

Morales was 93 years old.  Morales’ affidavit stated that he went through 1st
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through 7th grade with Marcus; they “walked to school together.  Morales stated,

“it was common knowledge that (Marcus) was adopted by Maria Alto.”  Morales

identified the “Garcia brothers” as Marcus’ uncles.  Morales repeated Duenas’

1994 statement that Benedita, who lived in Riverside, was Marcus’ mother.  [ER

348-349; AR 2349-2350] 

Morales’ statement lacks an indicia of reliability.  Morales claims to

have attended school with Marcus from 1st through 7th grade, but his statement is

contradicted by the Band’s anthropology report which states that Morales was

born in 1912 [ER 303] making Morales at least five to seven years younger than

Marcus.  Morales’ affidavit states he was 93 years old in 2004, making him born

about 1912 and 5 years younger than Marcus.  Morales’ affidavit stated facts to

infer he was a childhood friend close to the same age as Marcus when he was not.  

While Morales’ statement about Benedita could be probative of the contested

procured baptismal record, the Band’s anthropology expert provided no evidence

to corroborate Morales’ story that Marcus was related to the “Garcia brothers.”       

  h.  Francis Jones’ affidavit.  In 2004, in the Caylor case, Francis

Jones was 94 years old.  Jones states that she was involved in determining the

Band’s initial membership roll.  Jones reiterated Duenas’ claim that the name of

Marcus’ Mexican mother, is Benedita. Jones’ affidavit does not identify Marcus’
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father.  Additionally, although Echo Hawk found that Maria Alto had “no issue,”

Jones claimed that Maria Alto was her “great grandmother” but did not provide

foundation for her claimed ancestry.  [ER 345; AR 801]  Jones’ affidavit was

executed in 2004, after a dispute arose about Marcus’ ancestry.  Jones also has

potential bias because as indicated in Guidry’s affidavit, Jones was part of the

small group that would attend meetings at Sosten Alto’s home.  [ER 341; AR

2653]

In summary, Echo Hawk gave the declarant statements refuting a

biological connection between Marcus Alto and Jose Alto their natural probative

effect and substantial weight. [ER 218; AR 1154]  The common theme among the

declarants was that Marcus was the “adopted” “non-Indian” son of Jose and Maria

Alto.  Many of the declarant statements were based on common knowledge or

what was told to them.  

In contrast, early records such as the 1920 U.S. census, Reginaldo

Duro’s statement under oath about Marcus’ parents’ names, and Marcus’s 1936

Social Security application, predate any controversy and refute the hearsay

statements attributed to Marcus that he was adopted or the orphaned non-Indian

son of Jose and Maria Alto.  These records were afforded no significance at all.  In

making his decision, Echo Hawk failed to fully consider an important aspect of the
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problem because he gave the belated declarant statements their natural and

probative effect, rather than applying a Bailar analysis.  This was error.

III. EVEN ACCEPTING THE CONTESTED BAPTISMAL
RECORD AS ACCURATE, ECHO HAWK’S DECISION
THAT JOSE ALTO WAS NOT MARCUS’ BIOLOGICAL
FATHER WAS ARBITRARY. 

Echo Hawk acknowledged that Jose Alto was a full blooded San

Pasqual Indian listed on the 1910 census roll. [ER 210; AR 1146] Nonetheless, he

found Marcus’ adoptive father was not his biological father because “there were a

number of Jose Altos who could have been listed as father.” [ER 217; AR 1153]

Echo Hawk found the “adoption” theory was supported by the record based on the

early Indian censuses that identified Jose, Maria and Jose’s son, “Frank Alto” as

tribal members but did not identify Marcus as a child in Jose and Maria’s

household.  The 1910 Frank Alto letter was determined to be corroborative

evidence.  Echo Hawk found the hearsay statements attributed to Marcus that he

was “adopted” and “not Indian” probative.  Echo Hawk then relied on the fact that

Marcus never circled a “yes” or “no” answer to the question whether he was

adopted on the November 15, 1987 application. [ER 218-219; AR 1154-1155]  

 All of the above findings have been discussed except for the

inferences that can be drawn from the adoption question which was left uncircled
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on Marcus’ November 15, 1987 application.  One cannot reasonably conclude that

the uncircled answer means that Marcus intentionally left this statement blank

because he knew he was “adopted.”  To make such a finding one would have to

engage in conjecture.  Indeed, there is an equally reasonable inference that can be

drawn from the agency record.  Appellants reported that Marcus was “very ill from

September 1987 until his death June 16, 1988.” [ER 276; AR 1717] Diana

Martinez’ affidavit mentioned a telephone call from Barbara Alto (Marcus’

daughter-in-law) around the same time that Marcus’ application was submitted to

the Southern California Agency.  Martinez likely told Barbara Alto that Marcus

was not eligible because he was “adopted.”  Marcus was “very ill” and his

application was submitted directly to the agency only a few days before the filing

deadline.  Barbara Alto could have told Marcus what Martinez had said which

caused him to leave the question unanswered.   

Furthermore, Marcus’ application certifies the facts stated in it to the

best of his knowledge.  Marcus’ application was submitted with an attached family

tree chart.  Marcus Alto’s own statement on his 1936 Social Security application

also corroborates that Marcus believed and publicly claimed that Jose and Maria

Alto were his parents.  His statement predates any controversy and rebuts the

hearsay statements attributed to him.
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In any event, Echo Hawk’s conclusion that some other “Jose Alto”

was Marcus’ biological father was speculative and arbitrary and runs counter to

the evidence before the agency.  It is not plausible in light of the record.  The

baptismal record identifies “Jose Alto” as the child’s father and “Frank Alto” and

“Letalia Duro” as sponsors at Roberto Marco Alto’s baptism.  Both “Alto” and

“Duro” are San Pasqual tribal names as identified by Florence Shipek in her

affidavit. [ER 261; AR 2196] The Band’s anthropology report also agrees that

“Litalia Duro” named as a sponsor on the baptismal record is a “San Pasqual

Indian.”  [ER 301, fn. 113; AR 1045]  

There must be a rational connection between the facts found and the

choice made.  Yerger v. Robertson, 981 F. 2d 460, 463 (9th Cir. 1992).  Here,

Echo Hawk failed to articulate a satisfactory explanation for his decision that some

other Jose Alto was Marcus’ father in light of his finding that Marcus was the

named child in the baptismal record and in light of the evidence that the sponsors

were “Alto” and “Duro.”  Echo Hawk’s theory cannot be ascribed to “agency

expertise” because there was no genealogy proof that some “other” Jose Alto was

Marcus’s father and as the agency policy recognizes---proof is a fundamental

concept in genealogy. 
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The contested baptismal record belatedly produced by the Band

establishes the father was Jose Alto, a San Pasqual Indian.  Indeed, the Regional

Director’s decision logically recognized if the baptismal record was accurate: 

“Mr. Alto would still be eligible to be included on the San Pasqual membership

roll as a descendent of Jose Alto.” [ER 267]  Echo Hawk therefore acted arbitrarily

in ordering appellants’ names  removed from the tribal roll, and terminating their

longstanding Native American recognition by his final decision that Marcus was

the adopted ‘non-Indian” son of Jose and Maria Alto.  The district court erred in

applying a highly deferential standard to this case and not conducting a probing in

depth review and analysis of the agency record.  Here, where clear error is

demonstrated, Echo Hawk’s January 2011 decision must be reversed.

* * *
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CONCLUSION

The Band’s enrollment committee, having relinquished its right to

determine the Alto appellants’ enrollment eligibility to the Assistant Secretary in a

final agency decision in 1995, did not possess the right to reconsider the Alto’s

membership eligibility.  Echo Hawk’s January 2011 decision rewrote the Alto

family’s lineage and terminated their Native American Indian status and benefits

based upon flawed premises and should be reversed.  Consequently, this Court

should set aside Echo Hawk’s decision which was based on fallacious findings

with instructions.

Dated: January 5, 2016. Respectfully submitted:

                 s/ Tracy L. Emblem                              
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
E-mail: TracyEmblemlaw@gmail.com

 s/ Thor O. Emblem                              
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants                  

            E-mail: Thor@Emblemlaw.com
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I certify, pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure

32(a)(7)(C) and Ninth Circuit Rule 32-1, that the attached Appellants’ Brief is

proportionately spaced, has a typeface of 14 points, and contains 13,516 words, as

counted by WordPerfect.

Dated: January 5, 2016.                 s/ Tracy L. Emblem                                      
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
E-mail: TracyEmblemlaw@gmail.com
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